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1. Introduction - __--_--- 

I: has been shown at FNAL that elect con cooling of 

protons is a very efficient way to reach hi,Th m 

lunillosity in a proton beam.’ The emittance of the 120 

KeV electron beml USd at Fermilab corresponds to a 

cathode temper<* ture OE 0.1 ev. In order to apply 

c001tng recllnilJues ta GeV proton beams, MeV clactron 

energies ars reiluired. In this experiment, the 

emit tnnce of a 3-?lV Pelletron electron accelerator was 

me,~sured to determine tliat its emittance scaled to a 

value appropriate for electron cooling. The machine 

tested was jointly owned and operated by the University 

of Califotllia-Sant.a Barhaca and ?lationaL Electrost,atics 

Corporation for research into free-electron Lasers, 

which aLso require Low emittance beams for operation. 

3. Thermal Emittance Estimate 2 ____ - __------ - ----- - 

The thermal emittance F. of t!le heam wiLl. be defined to 

be the area in phase space in which 907: of the beam 

trajectories lie. The only contribution to the 

perpendicular velocity of tile particLes is Rssumed to 

be t’le perpendicular thermal -1eLocity oE the electrons 

as they ,are emitted f clxn the cathode. The area of the 

phase space eLLipse is t!len 

E = ‘rxmax’ag)). 
(1) 

In evaluating s, it is assumed tbat the cathode emits 

electrons ~uni.Eormily over its surface. Thus x,mHX is 

the radius 0 E the cnt’lode . In this case 

x max = :.hXlr)-3m. The quantity OgO is defined to be 

the nnglr with respect to the beam axis that contains 

90% of the eLectron trajectncy angLeS. 

0911 = PI/P11 = EIV190,‘yMCt3 (2) 

We evaluate V19,, by assuming a one-dimensional. NaxwsLL 

,distributinn with the cathode temperature KT = O.leV. 

This yields E = l.RTmun-mrad for y= 5 a nd 

E = 1.5nmm-mrnd EOK -, = 6 as the estimates of thermal 

emittance. 

3. The Emittance-?ieasurement Met:lod _ __ __------------- --- 

A. Theorv - ---‘- 

The rndills ‘of a beam oE eaittance area 1~s is K=d-qF 

where 4. is one of the ‘kiss parameters* uL, B, and yL 2 
which satisfy the equations 

IL+ $ = KBI, q = -2‘“2, y,< = (I+,+/ SL. (3) 

I< = B’/BP is determined by t!je transverse gradient of 

the magnetic field and the prime denotes 

differentiation with respect to distance in tire beam 

direction. space charge adds defocusing in both 

transverse directions and can be represented for a 

circular urli Form beam by an additional crjrm 

5.C. = 2I/ I()( 8.03 3LE with IO = :.d/e = 17000.4. The 

equa t ions Ear the Twiss parameters can now be 

numericaLly integrated to gi,re the beam K&liiXS as B 

function of 4ist.*nce, given the initial val,Jes of aI, 

6, 
and E. This treatment then includes both the 

cfEects of space charge and thermal velocities 

(emittance). Yeasurements of beam radius at several 

positions, including a waist, gives a unique vaLue f3r 

the emittance. Calculations indicated that 

nensurements downst ce;im from tile waist yielded the 

initial values oL, BT, and that gtVt?!l these initial 

values E varied Linearly wirh the r%li#x of the waist. 

5. Beam-Size Measurements - _____ --- _------_-- 

Current flowing f corn the tenninaL of the Pelletron 

causes the terminal voltage to decrease, which in turn 

crauses the particle energy to decrease during the 

pulse. ~.n the coIast*nt magnetic fieLd of the dipole, 

this decrease in energy causes the beam to sweep upward 

during the current pulse. This sweep acts as though it 

is swept Erom a single pivot point. 

We can determine an effective length L for the distance 

from the exit edge of the dipoLe t:, the pivot point for 

the sweep. The equation of motion in the bending plane 

for 1 particle of momentum p+Ap in a dipole of bending 

radius p is 
x”+w*X = p(bplp). (4) 
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A solution for this differential equation, with 

x’ = x = 0 at 0 = 0, is 

Hence x’ 

x = 5 + Cl-cos WO). (5) 

= dx/ds = dx/d(pO) = ( Ap/pw)sin WO. 

Therefore, since x’ = x/l., L = x’,x = j (1-,os WO) -. 

For our dipole 
sin WEI 

p = 24.lcm , w = J1-0.46, w. = n/2, so 

L = 21.5cm. 

Multiple wires located parallel to each other were 

installed at several locations downstream from the 

dipole. (Figure 1 shows a diagram of the wire chamber 

installed). The electrical signals picked up as the 

beam crossed the wires were observed on an oscilloscope 

and photographed. 

The beam was successively focused on each set of wires 

by adjusting a quadrupole in the beamline. This 

produced sharp signals from which a sweep rate could be 

calculated. The effective distances from the pivot 

point to the three wire sets are rl = 39.5cm, 

=2 = 79.5cm and r3 = 109.5cm. (See Fig. I). The 

distance between the two wires at r2 is 3.0cn, while 

the distance between the wire at r3 and its support 

frame is 4.5cm. (The beam hitting this support frame 

also generated an electrical signal.) Thus the angle 

the beam sweeps out between the two Wi KeS at 
r2 

is 

A01 = 3.77x10m2rad. Similarly the angular sweep made 

at r 
3 

is A02 = 4.1 lx10-2rad. Sweep rates are obtained 

by dividing the appropriate angular separation by the 

time between pulses AT. 

To measure beam blow up from a waist, the quadrupole 

was set near zero so that a waist was formed at r 1’ 

(The expected temperature rise of the 25~ carbon 

filament was -4OOc.) The quadrupole was then left at 

this setttng for measurements at rl, r2 and 
'3' 

The 

“angular size” of the beam is u! = A-r’s, where AT is 

the time duration of the beam hitting the wire and 

fi is the average measured sweep rate. The beam 

radius is then R(ri) = 1 Y. 
2i' 

where ri is the distance 

from the pivot point to the ith wire set. (i = 1,2,3). 

Table II 

Fxperilnentsl Results on Beam Size at y = 5 

A,?( psec) R( 2:~) 

rl 0.7 13.27 

=2 10 7.75 

r3 13 13.9 

These data can be fitted by an optics c;ilculation using 

an emittance value 0F E = 1.7mm-mr,id. 

Table IT1 

EXpeciinentd~ Results of Sweep Rates at y = 6 

AT( psec) AO/AT( rad / psec) 

r2 
12.5* 3.Olxlo-3 

'3 14 2.94x10-3 

These data indicate an average sweep rate of AOiAT = 

2.97x10-3rad/psec. 
* 

The scope trace used to obtain tl1i.s value is shown in 

Fig. 2. 

Table IV 

Experimental Results on Beam Size at y = 6 

AT( psec) R( mm) 

=1 0.5* 0.29 

r2 
5 5.9 

r3 
6 9.8 

Table I 

Experimental Results of Sweep Rates at y=5 

AT( usec) AS/ AT( rad/ nsec) 

'2 

r3 

19 1.98~10-~ 

21.5 1.91x10-3 

These data yteld an average sweep rate of AO/AT = 

1.95x10V3rad/usec. 

An optics calculation that gives a close fit to these 

data uses an emittance value of E = 1.25Tmn-mrad. 

*The scope trace used to obtain this value is shown in 

Fig. 3. 

C. Error Analysis - ~__--- 

The major source of error in the data analysis is in 

reading the scope traces. Scope traces are readable to 

about l/2 of one division. There is thus a relative 

error in scope trace read tngs of about half of a 
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Conclusion --------. 

division divided by 15 divisions Eor the sweep r,ites or The cmi$txnce of the he.lm dt 2.i)NeV is 1 .7 CO. hmm-m rad 

a 3.5% error i'l this value and a relative error in tile and at 2.5MeV is 1 .? 5 +~1.3mln-~nr<id. This implies no 

wire puLse readings of about 25% (0.5/2) for the waist emittance gr,,wth between cathode .~nd umls:lrament. The 

pulse readings. Thus the relative error is about 30% hean quality is adequate For electr,)o cooling. 

for the waist size. Since the beam emittance used in 

cnlsul,~tions is Linearly dependent on the waist radius, ’ W. KeLLs, 4ZP Conference Proceedings No. 57, pp. 656, 

t?le raLative error in 

estimated at 30%. 

the emittance measurement is ,American Institate oE Physics, New Yock 1982. 

2 E.r) . c011r~llt and H.S. Snydec, Anmls of Physics: 3. 
-’ 

1, 1958. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of the wire chamber installed. Shown are the distances between wire sets, the 
distance from the first wire set to the edge of the dipole. and the distance from the edge of the 
dipole to the pivot point. 

Figure 2. Scope trace used to 
evaluate sweep rdte a: t-. 

3 
fur y=h. 

Figure ‘3. Scope trace used to 
obtain unsit p’~lse size at y=b. 


